Recording a
Podcast
in the
Memory Lab

What is a Podcast?

This setup can also be
used for a simple
interview.

For our purposes, a podcast is a
conversation between two people
that is recorded and uploaded to a
website that hosts podcasts. We
only have two microphones used in
this set up, but two people could use
the one microphone if they sit
closely together.

Get out the equipment
from the black cabinet.

The equipment:

Getting
Started!
One recording interface
aka the Focusrite

Two cables

Two microphones

Two mic stands

This is what your setup will look like:

Pro Tip:

Connecting the microphones:

First, place the microphones in
the mic stands with the "On"
button facing the top.

Second, connect the cables to the
end of the microphones.
When done recording, disconnect
the mics from the cables by pushing
in the silver tab on the cable.
(See the arrow.) This will release it.

Do not be scared of the microphone!
The microphone is your friend.
Don't touch it with your mouth
(ew, gross) but do stay up close
throughout your interview. Keep
about two inches between your
mouth and the microphone.

Third, connect the other ends of
the cables to the Focusrite
interface.

Connect the Focusrite interface
to the PC. The cord is stored in the
box with the interface.
Plug the cord in to the back of the
interface and the other end in to
the USB port at the back of the PC.

Turn both the knobs where the mics are plugged in to the
same level. (Not ALL the way to the right, but right
below :15.) Do not push in the buttons below the knobs.
Push in the button below "Direct Monitor" so that you get
the green circle light.
Adjust the Monitor knob and the Headphone knob to levels
shown above.

Turn on the PC, open Audacity.
Exit this next screen.

In Audacity, add a mono track (for voice)

Press the red button to record, the black square to stop and the green triangle to play.
This needs to say:
1 Mono Recording Channel
This needs to say:
Speakers (Focusrite Usb Audio)

This needs to say: Analogue 1-2 (Focusrite Usb A)
The computer should pick this setting for you when it recognizes
the interface is there.

This is a track.

Familiarize yourself
with the Audacity
Screen and make
sure the settings
above are correct.

This will show how long...
you have been recording.

Pay attention to the
recording level!

Pro Tip:
There are all kinds of ways to mess up a
recording. One way to prevent this is to
make a recording test clip and then
listen to it! Adjust the levels if needed.
Then just delete that clip and start anew.

It's probably best to keep that
recording level at 70% to begin
with. Do a short recording in
Audacity and listen to it. Raise up
the level if you need to. Do this by
dragging the blue circle where you
want it on that line by the
microphone icon.

This is what a waveform
recorded at 86% looks like.
The green bar at the top
is another way to see
a recording level.

This is what a waveform
recorded at 50% looks like.
The green bar at the top
should not ever hit all the
way to the right or be red.

Pro Tip before
recording:
Sit close to the microphone
While recording, do not
touch the mic, mic stand or
table it sits on

Make sure your
recording level is set
where you want it.

Push the red record
button in Audacity.

Now, start your
recording.
Listen to your
recording with the
headphones. Plug
them in to the
Focusrite.

Push the black
square stop button
when you are done
with the recording.

How to listen to and edit your Audacity file:

Plug the headphones in to the front of the PC. (Take off the adaptor
at end of cord.) Make sure Audacity has the playback setting in the
middle of the screen, "Speakers/Headphones (-3 Realtech)."

Editing an Audacity track

These are the editing tools. When they
are highlighted they are on. Click them
again to turn them off. The Selection Tool
is what you use to highlight places on the
track to work on.

The empty space between audio clips on
this track can be removed by clicking on
the selection tool, then clicking and
dragging over the space to get rid of,
then hitting delete when it is highlighted.

What to do when you have two voices recorded at different levels:
Voice #1
This first voice is
recorded at an ok level.

Voice #2
There is actually a voice
recorded on this line.
The level is so low you
can not even see it.

It is tempting to just highlight and amplify the places where the lower level voice
is found on the track. But this would amplify all the ambient noise in the room as
well and would sound really distracting. You do not want a big change of sound
between voices throughout a whole recording.

When the voice levels on a
track are very different, we
try to make them the same.
The first voice level on this track is
pretty low, but at least we can see
it and it is showing a good level
above in the green bars. The
average there is about -30.

The second voice level on this
track is so low, we can't even see
it. But at least it is showing a level
above in the green bars. By playing
the file, we can see the average
there is about -48.

We can use the Compressor
effect to even out this
volume difference.

How to even out those voices:
1.) Identify the average volume level of the
quietest voice. Do this by playing the file and
looking at the green bars. (In this file it was -48.)
2.) Highlight the whole track by clicking in the
track, then hitting Control, A.
3.) Go up to the top menu and click on Effect, then
on Compressor.
4.) Set the Threshold to -48 (the quietest voice)
5.) Ratio- set this higher if the volume difference
between the soft and loud voice was extreme.
6.) Make sure the "Attack" and "Release" sliders
are all the way to the left.
7.) Make sure the two check boxes at the bottom
are UNchecked.
8.) Set the noise floor to -50db.
9.) Click OK

Now you have a file where the voices are more even (Yea!) but the level is still low.
What to do about that?

Amplify it!

1.) Make sure the file is highlighted
(hit Control, A)
2.) Click on the top tab, "Effect"
3.) Click on "Amplify"
4.) Where it says "New Peak Amplitude"
type in -3.0
5.) Click "OK"

This is what those voices look like now that they have been compressed and amplified:

Pro Tip: If this file is too hot (the waveform is too big and it sounds a bit distorted) you can
click "Edit", "Undo Amplify" and get the original file back. Now, if you highlight the track
again (Control, A), then hit "Effect", "Amplify" again and type in a bigger number in the
New Peak Amplitude area (say, -7.0) the file will be less hot!

Meet my best friend,
"Edit, Undo"
If ever you regret an editing
decision, whether it was an
amplification or compression,
or a deletion... Edit, Undo will be
your friend too.
Edit, Undo
+
Me

When done editing your Audacity file,
save it as an MP3 on your storage device

Make sure your storage device
is plugged in to the PC.

Click on File, Export ,
Export as MP3.

Selecting where to save, and exporting to MP3

Determine where to save it
on your storage device,
select that folder.

If you get this meta data screen,
just exit by clicking "OK." This does
not need to be filled out, and if it does
not show up, that is fine.

Checking your storage device then exiting Audacity

Watch the progress as the file
converts to MP3. Minimize the
Audacity screen and double check
your storage device to see the MP3
saved there successfully.

Since you know your file has been saved as
an MP3 to your storage device there is no
reason to keep an audacity file. When you
exit the file click "No" to saving the project.

Listening to your MP3.

To listen to your MP3, plug the
headphones in to the front of the PC.
(Take off the adaptor at end of cord.)
Make sure Audacity has the playback
setting in the middle of the screen,
"Speakers/Headphones (-3 Realtech)."

Double click on the file name and
it should open in Windows Media
Player or whatever software you
have selected.

Share your awesome new
podcast with the world by
upload ing it to a host site
like Buzzsprout, Podbean
or Spreaker!

